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Market Snapshot - Year End 2018: Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens
Pause - or what qualifies best the state of the NYC real estate market for the year ending 2018 and beginning in 2019.
Despite healthy price levels in red hot Brooklyn and Queens, sales volumes have dropped across the boroughs, velocity
(absorption rate) has geared down, and inventory started to pile up at a pace not seen since the 2 years following 2008
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Market Analysis - Year End 2018: Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens
Manhattan: The leading borough slew down to a speed where absorption rate is no longer in equilibrium (7.5 vs 6
months), while inventory and discounts have increased. The number of new residential units (Co-op and Condos)
based on offering plans submitted to the Attorney General was up 37% from 2017 to reach 3,761 units, but with an
average effective offering price down 50% to $2.4M (vs $4.8M in 2017).
Brooklyn: The steep increases in absorption rate and inventory are not too worrisome. The base of 2017 was low
and catching up with the demand has been Brooklyn’s everlasting challenge for the past 5 years. Absorption rates
are way below the equilibrium (3.6 vs 6 months), and a great base to see how the market velocity will adjust now
that new and premium offerings are coming into the market at unprecedented levels. A total of 4,092 residential units
(Co-ops and Condos) were submitted to the AG, representing a 65% increase from 2017, with an average effective
offering price down 21% to $950K (vs $1.2M in 2017).
Queens: The borough took the spotlight thanks to the development craze happening in Long Island City, and the
aborted Amazon plans. Despite similar sales trends as the Brooklyn market, the borough absorption rate and
inventory levels, coupled with a higher level of discount indicate a lesser degree of attraction than its southern
counterpart. Over 10,000 new units have been submitted to the AG, a 50% from 2017, with an average effective
offering price up 17% to $1M (vs $860K in 2017).

Economic Snapshot as per Jan 2019

Unemployment rate clocked at 4.1%. Private sector employment increased to 4 million, up 2.2% from a
year ago. Health Care, Construction and Information services were the largest gainers.

Venture Capital funding settled at $3B up 1% from a year ago, and comprised of 231 deals compared
to 313 for the same period last year. Among these deals, 5 received over $100M in VC financing
combining almost $1B altogether.
Commercial/Non-Residential buildings starting construction is up 11.3% from the same time last year
with Brooklyn (+86%) and Manhattan (+32%) leading the trend, while other boroughs have seen this
number going down. Retails rents were up 7.3% while the net sq ft absorption was down 42K/sf.

Tourism and entertainment have grown substantially with Broadway bringing $200M worth of revenue
just for Dec 2018 (up 16.6% from last year) and a 2.6% increase in airport passengers volume.

A Simple Approach to Home Buying and Investing
Browse your alternatives

Assess the current context
Personal Situation:
-

Property Types:

Upcoming changes in family size
Preference for home ownership over rental
Wish to become a landlord

-

Market Situation:
-

Now is a Buyer's market
Resilient rental market
Robust Commercial and Economic activity

-

Co-op: The most affordable
path into homeownership.
Great if you’re planning to
stay in NY and want to stop
throwing cash out of the
window in rent.
Condo & Single Family: The
quickest access to real estate
ownership as a homeowner
or investor.

Decide on a strategy
Factors:
-

Location: Prime vs Burgeoning vs
Opportunistic

-

Property category: Primary vs Secondary
vs Investment
=> For homeowners, think about your
current home also as a potential
investment vehicle generating rental
income.

-

Property types: New vs Light renovation vs
Gut renovation

-

Returns: The further your money takes you
the higher the risks. Keeping it convenient,
low in maintenance and carrying costs is
best to start.

Financial Situation:
-

-

Carrying costs: Keep Debt/Income (D/I ratio) =
Real Estate expenses/Monthly Income at ~ 25%.
Liquidity pre and post purchase: Down payment
+ 24 months of real estate expenses based on a
~ 25% D/I ratio.
Purchasing capacity: ask your banker and
me/your agent. Banker’s value is theoretical,
while my value is practical, as it brings the
market dimension into play.

Multi-family: Be a homeowner
and/or a multi-unit landlord at
a single location.

My top 2019 New Development Picks - $1,700 to $2,500/sf

Brooklyn Heights:

Hudson Square/West Soho:

FiDi:

Lincoln Square:

1 Clinton
Only non-boutique
luxury condo
building in the
neighborhood with
such level of
services,
amenities, views,
and access to
transportation.

77 Charlton and 110 Charlton are both located
around the corner from the upcoming Google
offices at 315 and 345 Hudson (2020) and 550
Washington (2022) totaling 1.7M sf.
Both projects are lead by NY seasoned
developers and offer top of the line amenities
and lifestyle services.

130 William Street
Incredible architecture
and interior design with
amenities that include a
private IMax Theatre,
Yoga room, basketball
court, pool among other
well crafted lifestyle
services for only
~$2/sf/month of carrying
cost.

Waterline Square is a grand
3-building complex featuring an
anticipated 20-year tax
abatement, and over 100,000 of
amenities with a 30ft rock
climbing wall, music and video
studios, and a bowling alley being
on this extensive list of residents
lifestyle and benefits.

My top 2019 New Development Picks - $2,500 to $3,500/sf

Noho:

Hudson Yards:

Chelsea:

Tribeca:

40 Bleecker is Noho’s
newest development
bringing a set of amenities
that no other buildings
carry in this sought after
neighborhood. A must see
with 2-bed starting at
$3.5M and 3-bed at $5M,
already 40% of units under
contract, including 2
Penthouses at over $10M!

15 Hudson and 35 Hudson Yard are
both located in this mini city within the
city created by the Related. Created
with the idea that residents can access
everything from groceries to fine
dining, world class entertainment and
high-end retailers from the comfort of
your home. Both buildings benefit from
tax abatements. If history repeats, it’ll
be another one of the many Related
projects that’ll appreciate with time.

The XI at 76 11th Avenue
is rising along the design
centric strip of the Highline
Parkway. It consists of two
twisting towers, with state
of the art home technology
applications, and access
to expansive amenities
curated and managed by
world class Sixth Sense
hotel services.

70 Vestry is the most discerning
project brought to Tribeca. It’s
designed by Robert A.M. Stern,
an architect famous for crafting
NY most expensive and best
selling condos. This project was
created to replicate what the
Upper East Siders are acquainted
to, so they can transition to the
Tribeca/Downtown lifestyle
smoothly.

